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Key findings

 Quantity evidence gives a mixed picture

– China: greater quantity integration on aggregate data

– India: more open in banking market and to portfolio flows

 Price evidence on four financial markets

– Both economies face considerable impediments to cross-
border arbitrage

– India is consistently more financial integrated than China

– Overall inflows pressure on the two economies, but 
pressure on equity portfolio outflows for China

 When opening capital account, Indian policymakers may be 
better prepared for 2-way capital flow volatility
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I.  Two giants, one goal

 Two fast-growing emerging markets both aim for 
more open capital account

 Similarities
– Dominant bank state-ownership

– Discrimination against short-term debt flows

– Incremental and non-linear approach to opening

 Differences
– China is better endowed in terms of creditor position, fiscal 

position, current account balance, and trend inflation

– India is better endowed in terms of market development, 
price convergence and experience of coping with volatility
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II.  Quantity measures of financial integration

 Three sets of quantity measures
– IIP, BoP and BIS banking statistics

 China appears more financially integrated in aggregate 
terms … 

 … but India is more experienced in coping with portfolio 
flows

 Upon further opening, both see large potential for bigger 
external balance sheets and cross-border flows
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Quantity evidence (1): IIP stock measure

 Shared similarities

– Less integrated than other key emerging markets

– “Long debt and short equity”

– Public sector a big holder of international assets

 The size of China’s international balance sheet is 
larger than that of India’s

– In absolute terms as well as % of GDP

 China is a net creditor while India a net debtor …

 … but India’s equity portfolio position is larger
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Quantity evidence (2): BoP flows

 China and India neck-to-neck in BoP flows scaled by GDP

– From 30% in 1982 to 120% in 2007

 China’s gross current account flows far exceed gross capital 
flows, while India is more evenly split 

 China finds greater comfort in illiquid direct investment

 But India’s portfolio flows command greater role under a 
more open regime

– often tested by abrupt swings
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Windows for portfolio flows

 China manages portfolio flows principally through the QFII 
and QDII schemes
– Small size relative to local market cap and deposit base
– QFII quota and managed repatriation of proceeds from 

overseas listing
– An individual resident can convert $50K each year

 India monitors portfolio inflows through FII and portfolio 
outflows through quota for mutual funds
– Foreign ownership ceiling and cap on bond investment
– An individual resident can convert $200K annually
– Mutual fund overseas investment quota
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Quantity evidence (3): Banking flows

 Cross-border banking flows are heavily regulated in both 
markets but managed differently

 India keeps commercial banks mostly out of external borrowing 

– Smaller of $10mn or 25% of unimpaired tier one capital,

– Setting official rates on NRI deposits --- used to be an 
important source of dollar funding for onshore banks

 Chinese banks are allowed to take resident dollar deposits 
onshore --- banned in India --- but subject to tight(er) ceiling on 
offshore borrowing
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Cross-border bank flows

 Both experienced fast growth in cross-border bank claims 
outstanding to the tune of $250 billion in 2007

 A much bigger role of local and cross-border claims by 
foreign banks in India’s local banking system
– China’s GDP and banking sector are 3 and 6 times of those of 

India, respectively

 Tight controls kept net cross-border claims on banks small 
and mostly negative in both markets --- in contrast to Korea
– In India, most the cross-border claims went to non-banks (ECB)

– Claims on Chinese banks and non-banks more evenly split
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Graph on consolidated bank data
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 The size of international banks’ local funding gaps in India 
are bigger than in China

 Foreign presence in local banking market is also much 
larger in India than in China

 Recent big jumps in India’s local over international claims 
ratio reflect increased entry of foreign banks …

 … while its subsequent sharp fall is caused by rapid 
growth in external commercial borrowings (ECB)

 Overall, a more open Indian domestic banking market

Cross-border bank flows and foreign banks
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III. Onshore-offshore price gaps: a framework

 The gap between the prices of the same financial asset 
traded onshore and offshore

 Onshore-offshore price gap is defined consistently 
across four financial markets
– Foreign exchange forward, money, bond and stock markets

– Each market may have one or two instruments

– A positive gap indicates inflow pressure on that market

 Hypothesis: efficient cross-border arbitrage ensures 
fast convergence of the price gap towards zero

 Persistently large gaps point to market segmentation 
and tensions, and signs indicate direction of pressure
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(1)  Price gap for the forward market

 Onshore forward markets and offshore non-deliverables 
(NDF) operate side by side

 Both restrict access to onshore FX derivatives to hedging 
underlyings
 India’s FX derivatives market is deeper and more sophisticated

 Forward premium gap = (onshore forward - offshore 
NDF)/spot rate
 Three-month and 12-month tenors

 Controls lead to onshore dollar yields different from offshore 
dollar LIBOR

 Positive premium gaps indicate greater appreciation pressure 
offshore than onshore
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(2)  Price gap for the money market

 Yields on the same currency can differ onshore & offshore

 Control reduces capital mobility and segments market

 Yield gap = onshore yield (i) – offshore yield (r) 

 How to get offshore yields for the CNY and INR? 

 Covered interest parity:   F = S (1+r)/(1+r$),  where

   F = Offshore CNY or INR forward rate (measured by NDF)

    S = Spot CNY/USD or INR/USD exchange rate

    r$ = USD Libor

    r  = NDF implied CNY or INR interest rate offshore

 3-month and 12-month tenors and credit risk mismatch
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(3)  Price gap for the bond market

 Chinese and Indian local currency bond markets highly 
restricted to foreign investors 
– Foreign holdings are under 2% of the total domestic outstanding 

for both markets

 The bond yield gap = onshore bond yield less offshore 
bond yield
– Onshore bond yield = 3Y government bond yield

– Offshore bond yield = 3Y cross-currency swap rate

 Possible credit risk mismatch
– Work against our findings
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(4) Price gap for the stock market 

 Previous three markets are fixed-income markets
– Equity flows drive FX generally in Asia (Chai-Ant and Ho (2008))

 Two routes to manage equity portfolio inflows
– QFII for China and FII for India

– Overseas listing --- shares of multiple-listed Chinese and Indian 
firms traded onshore and offshore

 Stock price gap = logarithm of ratio of overseas to local 
market prices
– Positive price gap indicates a New York premium over Mumbai or 

Shanghai and thus inflow pressure

 Speed of convergence to be estimated as well 
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IV.  Price evidence from the four markets

 Prices gaps from all four markets point to considerable 
impediments to cross-border arbitrage

– Thus possible market tensions when opening up

 India is more price integrated for each of the four markets

 All four markets face inflow pressure for India, but China’s 
stock market under outflow pressure

 On balance, composite indicators suggest greater challenges 
for Chinese policymakers in capital opening

– Puzzling high correlation between Chinese and Indian 
composite indicators
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Equality of Chinese and Indian price gaps rejected
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(1) Price evidence on the FX forward market

 On average, appreciation/inflow pressure on both the 
CNY and INR

 The CNY forward premium gap averages ten times that 
of the INR

 The INR forward premium converged to zero after 2002

 But the CNY premium widened sharply again after 2006

 The CNY and INR premium gaps are highly correlated 
at 64%
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(2) Price evidence on the money market

 On average, significant onshore-offshore yield gaps for 
both the CNY and INR

 Mostly inflow and appreciation pressure on both 
currencies

 The CNY yield gap averages five time that of the INR

 Both CNY & INR under depreciation pressure in 1999-
2001 and mostly under appreciation pressure since 2002

 The INR yield gap shows more consistent convergence

 83% correlation between the CNY and INR yield gaps!
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(3) Price evdience on the bond market

 Onshore-offshore bond yield gaps point to strong inflow 
pressure on both the Chinese and Indian bond markets

 China’s bond yield gap averages twice its Indian counterpart 

 High correlations between the money and bond yield gaps:
– 97% for China

– 88% for India

 One key difference: money yield gap suggests alternating 
inflow and outflow pressure, while bond yield gaps point to 
persistent inflow pressure throughout

 Again 83% correlation between the Chinese and Indian 
bond yield gaps
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(4)  Price evidence on the stock market

 Onshore-offshore stock price premiums point to large but 
opposite market pressure

 New York discount (40%) over Shanghai => outflow 
pressure on China

 New York premium (15%) over Mumbai => inflow pressure 
on India

 Half-life convergence is 30 days for Mumbai and 110 days 
for Shanghai, compared to 1 day for Hong Kong

 China’s stock market under outflow pressure, in contrast to 
its three fixed-income markets
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V. Combined price evidence and implications

 Two composite price gap indicators are constructed
 Fixed-income market price gap indicator

– China is 4 to 10 times larger than India
 Summary price gap indicator for all four markets

– Equity market price gap scaled down by a factor of ten
– Similar scale of overall market pressure 

 On balance, price evidence indicates greater market 
tensions and pressure on China than on India

 The Chinese and Indian composite indicators are highly 
correlated --- above 70%
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Implications for capital account opening

 China is in a stronger financial position with current 
account surplus and creditor position

 India is more often tested by reversals of volatile portfolio 
flows and faces smaller price-based market tensions

 Overall, quantity and price evidence points to smaller and 
easing market tensions for India than for China

 China’s required adjustments could be bigger in capital 
account opening

 Policymakers in both economies may manage opening for 
certain markets cautiously, given current market pressure 
and prospect of increased exposure to external shocks
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VI.  Summary

 Cross-border transactions and price convergence both condition 
capital account opening

 Quantity evidence gives a mixed picture 

– China is more financially integrated in aggregate and in a 
stronger financial position

– India has a more open domestic banking market and is more 
experienced in coping with two-way portfolio flows

 Combined price evidence points to considerable impediments to 
cross-border arbitrage and inflow pressure on both economies

– More so on China than on India

– Onshore-offshore price gaps indicate harder challenges 
ahead for China in further opening


